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Recently, and everyone knows this, the world is shuddering from natural 
disasters that come one after another - earthquakes, fires, floods, volcanic eruptions ... 
They cause great damage to many territories and even countries. However, COVID-19 
has clearly demonstrated the vulnerability of our civilization as a whole. Volcanoes are 
"far far away", and COVID is everywhere ... In addition, it turns out that it is actually 
directed only against humans. There may have been cases of massive COVID disease 
of animals - cats, dogs, cows, sheep or wild animals, but there are no reports of this ... 
Only against humans. Why would it? 

COVID has been known since 1956 as a virus that was already discovered then. 
However, it has been inactive until today. In general, there are unresolved moments in 
the history of virology. After all, there is still no clear definition of whether viruses are 
living or whether they should be considered inanimate. On the one hand, they can fly 
through space for millions of years on asteroids or in comet tails and show no signs of 
life. On the other hand, when such a "dormant" virus enters a certain environment, at 
some point a program is launched and it brings virus to life. It begins to multiply, eat 
everything around, infect someone ... And there is a reasonable suspicion that this 
COVID is associated with space. Its awakening was caused by something that 
happened on Earth and after which the space environment launched an impact, a 
signal that turned on the program laid down in the COVID. 
 

How rigorously and thoroughly do we listen to space? Yes, we almost never take 
it into account in our everyday life. Figuratively speaking, we look at the world around 
us through a window. It's raining outside our window, now it's snowing, now it's cold, 
now it's warm, pressure surges, temperature drops, sunny, cloudy ... We measure our 
comfort, our plans, our strategic tasks, our groans or joys, our life precisely with this 
weather, with the one outside the window. Of course, for aviation, for the navy, the 
weather is also very important, of decisive importance, special services are constantly 
monitoring it. But this is not important for the entire population of the Earth.…  

Well, really, has something happened in space recently that can be associated 
with COVID? The virus is believed to have woken up towards the end of 2019. This 
was preceded by an autumn solar superflare. Such huge super-flares are extremely 
rare. In addition, it was scientifically established that during the spread of the 
pandemic, from January 7 to 9, 2020, a ray (the so-called jet) slid across the Earth, 
generated by a giant black hole in the M87 galaxy. Although this space object is at a 
distance of 55 million light-years from us, the power of the jet was enough to “blow up” 
the Earth's magnetic field. In the earth's magnetosphere a crack has formed and into 
this crack without any protection for the biosphere gushed solar radiation and 
corpuscular streams. Did we feel it? It seems that some people these days had some 
kind of weakness, but no one compared it with the aforementioned cosmic influence. 
Nobody at all, except for a limited circle of scientists, was informed about him. We, 
ordinary people, society, cannot measure our life with such facts ... But maybe it is 
these factors that affect viruses?  

 
As we all relate to the cosmos? Well, almost in no way. We learn something 

about it from TV, rarely from newspapers, even less often from books ... Of course, a 
small number of scientists in relation to the planet's population are engaged in certain 
space exploration and research. They know a lot (but not all due to their specialization) 
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on this issue. However, the results of their labors are not a popular and vital source of 
information for every day. 

Against this background, as if between the lines, for example, there is a message 
that the American authorities have closed 9 solar observatories at once. They closed it 
immediately, at the same time. Most of these observatories are located on the 
American continent, but there are some elsewhere. Closing was carried out by a team 
of specialists with an inscription on the form "FBI". “Interesting” reasons for this were 
named. The first version was that the employee on duty at one of the observatories, 
instead of working, was watching pornographic films of a pedophile nature. This 
version looks just marasmic. The second version said that some kind of electronic 
Chinese inserts or devices were found in the instrumentation of the observatories, 
which contributed to the leakage of some data or even classified information. What 
does it mean? Is the information about the Sun classified? The Sun is the main deity of 
many earthly civilizations, including the ancient Slavs. It gives light and warmth to 
everyone. We live thanks to the Sun. We see what we see because in the so-called 
optical frequency range, the sun radiates the most energy. We are all children of the 
Sun without exception. What secrets can there be about the Sun? 
 

The cosmos is large, it is immeasurably large. And this is not ours. The 
boundless and unexplored outer space cannot be subject to the jurisdiction of any of 
the states and governments of the Earth. According to Stanislav Lem from the novel 
Solaris, “Space is not the Earth expanded to the size of the Universe. The unknown 
awaits us in its vastness"… 

The cosmos as a living being, incredibly complex and large, is very harmoniously 
organized. He lives according to strict universal laws, physical laws, but not only 
according to them, but also according to the so-called moral laws. Life, if it has arisen 
somewhere, necessarily strives to spread. Nobody kills her on purpose in space ... 
Some outbursts, particle flows, radioactive jets and vortices change life. But if the form 
of life has reached certain heights, then there are no physical, specially created 
punitive measures in space in relation to any planet, including the Earth. 

There are opportunities to compensate for the processes that are going on our 
planet in the wrong direction. Take, for example, the potentially catastrophic explosion 
of the Yellowstone Caldera, which could occur at any moment. This is the mass death 
of people within about a year after the explosion, primarily due to specific volcanic ash. 
This is much worse than the COVID epidemic, but it can be considered a correction of 
the "wrong" earthly processes. And if we consider the possibility of rectifying the 
situation on Earth, using a perverted human way of resolving political and other 
differences with the help of nuclear war? It's even scarier than COVID. But this is a 
very fast, total apocalypse in relation to a civilization built according to certain rules 
over the course of millennia. At the same time, this is a new, hopeless attempt by small 
groups of people who survived to create something new. But this is also a correction, 
but not of humanity, but of the empty territories of the planet.... 
 

We are being led away from all this ideas. We are called to live. If we consider 
the cosmos as a manifestation of God, then we can say that the Lord God protects us. 
Everyone. The entire cosmos is His creation. Let it be called as the Laws of the 
Universe, Absolute, Brahma, whatever else. It is important that the entire cosmos is 
alive. Recent research of the Sun suddenly again raised the old, almost medieval 
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concept that intelligent beings live on it, but in a plasma state. We are used to thinking 
that only those subjects that consist of cells are alive.  

In the 70s, the wisest people, prominent scientists, for a long time agreed on a 
summary of the basic principle on the basis of which the Universe is probably 
arranged. And they came to the anthropic principle, which at first sounded, in our 
opinion, very correct - the Universe is as it is, because there is an observer in it. Dot. 
Indeed, maybe the Lord God is watching his creation or there are many observers ... 
But then a dash appeared instead of a dot. It turned out "... because there is an 
observer in it - a human".  

In this way a kind of cosmic nationalism was born: a person is a value, and there 
is no need to take any microbes, bacteria or hypothetical living beings from plasma into 
account at all. That is, we are ready to understand and recognize as existing only 
carriers of reason of our own kind, and it is desirable to have almost the same level of 
development. After all, if on some planet there is a whole intelligent community of 
carriers of reason, but it is younger than us in development and did not start cosmic 
activity, then we will not find it, we will not notice it. Therefore, for us, such a civilization 
simply does not exist. But the sought-for civilization may be 100, well, 200 years older 
than us. A civilization a million years older than ours is much more difficult to trace. By 
virtue of our "traditions" and habits, we will fear the superiority of its technologies and 
the capabilities of its representatives. Or we simply will not notice a civilization ahead 
of us, for example, by a billion years of development. It doesn't exist for us. After all, 
we can perceive the manifestations of its activity only as some kind of astrophysical 
miracles. 

 
We are not talking about UFOs, about "flying saucers". But this phenomenon 

would simply explain a lot. Other ways of moving in space, other energetics, the use of 
physical and mental laws unknown to us. Other forms of what may be called an 
organism, plasma forms, or protein-nucleic form. The transition of the body from one 
state to another or into a holographic image, etc. It is relatively easy to imagine ... But 
when the video equipment of the Earth's solar probe captures the flight past the Sun at 
huge speed of two semitransparent cylinders with dimensions commensurate with our 
luminary, then for us this is already an astrophysical phenomenon, which, by the way, 
none of the scientists still didn’t even comment, as if it didn’t exist. It's almost a 
miracle… 
 

All such "miracles" in the structure of the World, all the variety of its 
manifestations are based on unshakable principles, basic laws, which probably 
appeared at the birth of our Universe. Do we know them? We study physical laws 
operating in space. We are trying to explain them. We do it sometimes more or less 
acceptable, sometimes just wrong. For example, now everyone knows very well what 
"dark matter" is. This concept is already an absolute dogma. Although this concept 
was introduced with reservations that this "matter" in principle cannot be measured, 
changed, used, etc. But at the same time, without it, as is commonly believed, it is 
impossible to explain how stellar systems revolve around the centers of galaxies. 
However, as the Russian scientist Dmitry Gennadievich Pavlov showed, to solve this 
issue, it is enough to describe the structure of the world not in the Cartesian, 
Riemannian system or in the geometry of Lobachevsky, but in the Finsler geometry. 
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Just describe it differently. And there is no need for any fundamentally unmeasurable 
"dark matter"…  

There are other dogmas (for example, about the speed of light), which literally 
hinder progress in a fundamental and honest study of the World. 

But there are also laws associated, as already mentioned, with the fact that the 
cosmos is alive. The specific carriers of life and mind can vary greatly. These can be, 
for example, humanoids or forms like us. It could be an entire planet like Solaris from 
Lem's novel with a single intelligent ocean. It can be a plasma form of life, and then our 
Sun is also saturated with life… 

Note that only one lunar expedition under the Apollo program was attended by a 
scientist (all other astronauts were military) - astrophysicist Edward Gibson. Later he 
wrote a scientific book "Calm Sun", which I read with great pleasure. He gave such a 
detailed description of the Sun's activity, which literally delights - how it reacts to 
external influences, how it gives rise to emissions of clots of energy, plasma and 
matter, from which whole planets can probably form - his children ... Maybe the Sun is 
really alive, only in its own way?... 
 

Is it fair to assume that all living components of the cosmos can exist outside of 
some general (not only physical) but moral rules? Obviously not. Another thing is clear 
- along with the physical, the Universe relies on the laws of cosmic ethics - what can 
be done, what cannot be done, what is punished, what is encouraged, what is ignored 
and not noticed by the intelligent forces of space, and what makes it possible to 
effectively contact them ... This is the ethics of space, which we do not know and do 
not study.  

And it is necessary to study this ethics! After all, humanity in its egocentrism 
imagined itself as a possible master of the entire cosmos. Space is empty, and in it you 
can do whatever you want. So we suppose ... 

Even the founder of cosmonautics, Konstantin Eduardovich Tsiolkovsky, 
declared that in the pursuit of light and space, mankind will at first timidly leave the 
atmosphere (this is absolutely true), "and then will conquer all near-solar space."…  
"Will conquer"! With whom to fight something? And are we able to resist anyone in 
space at all? Or will we simply not be allowed to participate in hostilities? Who are we? 
We are just the thinnest layer of some kind of mucus on the body of a planet, which 
can be easily erased with a space eraser ... And will it be justified if we begin to take 
out our warlike habits into outer space, including the permissibility and even 
justification of murders as well as generally endure our anthropocentric geo-nationalist 
worldview? Moreover, we want to do this not only near the Earth, but also on the 
Moon, then on Mars. Is this acceptable for the laws of the cosmos? 

COVID emerged and became active in 2019. In the same year, US President 
Donald Trump signed into law the creation of the Space Force, the United States 
Space Army, with the aim of establishing absolute hegemony in outer space. This 
event had been preparing for a long time. Back in 2007-2008, the US space security 
doctrine was created, which for the first time in the history of such documents was 
signed by two high officials at once - the Secretary of Defense and the Director of the 
Central Intelligence Agency. Even from the open part of the doctrine, it followed that its 
goal was to establish complete US domination in space, both militarily, politically, and 
in intelligence, and financially and economically. The creation of space forces is the 
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eve of the realization of such goals. But this is also a red line that cannot be crossed. 
Troops are a collective of people aimed at using military force and killing. 

 
Space is already littered with all sorts of pieces of iron, parts of various 

structures, artificial radiation, radioactive waste. If the situation with this debris does 
not change, then by 2030-2040 it will be impossible to launch any manned or 
automatic vehicles into space. Not a single rocket is complete without collision at 
cosmic speed with some nut, bearing, piece, foil, etc. As a result, there is a high 
probability of the death of the carrier and the vehicle during takeoff or in orbit. Once, a 
cavity was discovered in the glazing of the cockpit of one of the Shuttles - a chipping 
caused by a collision with some very small piece. Calculations showed that the size of 
this grain of sand was less than a crystal of salt… 

Already today there is a need to clear space from debris. This can be the task of 
competent actions that are produced by any responsible states and responsible 
leaders. But the implementation of military plans, tasks and operations, on the 
contrary, unambiguously leads to a colossal increase in the volume of space debris...  

 
And one more thing: people trained to conduct hostilities can use weapons and 

kill on orders under any circumstances. But tricks have already appeared, as if 
legalizing the possibility and forms of warfare in outer space. A group of Anglo-Saxon 
analysts (including specialists from the United States, Great Britain, Australia, a 
number of NATO countries) developed rules for conducting computer warfare several 
years ago. The same group develops the rules of space wars - what is the threat of an 
attack in space, what is considered an attack itself, what is a retaliatory strike, when to 
strike back, etc.. 

If such unethical rules really start to work in space, then the reaction of the 
intelligent forces of space may be the most decisive. No one will allow us to spread the 
mental dirt of people even to the Moon and its surroundings, because the Moon is not 
ours. It belongs to the intelligent forces of space. It belongs to the laws of the cosmos. 
 

There are astronomical laws that no one can abolish. Our outstanding Russian 
astronomer Kirill Pavlovich Butusov, about whom there were legends that he never 
made mistakes in his calculations, calculated that behind the Sun, directly opposite the 
Earth, in the same orbit there is a planet equal in mass to the Earth along with the 
Moon. On this planet, which Butusov called Gloria, the conditions are exactly the same 
as on Earth. And on it there may be a civilization that has overtaken us in its 
development, which constantly watches over earthlings, fearing that they will harm 
their own planet. Indeed, in the event, for example, of a general nuclear war, the 
position of the Earth may change. It is enough for the parameters of our orbit to 
change at least 1 centimeter, as according to the laws of celestial mechanics, this will 
certainly be reflected in Gloria. Our planets will fatally leave their orbit and either 
collide, or fly off into deep space, or burn up when approaching the Sun. 

We almost have never seen Gloria. A couple of times, astronomers of the past 
have observed some strange body beyond the edge of the solar disk. But until now, 
part of the celestial sphere in a narrow angular sector behind the Sun remains closed 
for us. All attempts to investigate it with the latest solar probes or other vehicles from 
necessary trajectories ended in failure. Someone does not want us to succeed in these 
attempts? ... Be that as it may, this example is an absolutely correct methodological 
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technique, a demonstration of how the laws of the cosmos are capable of at least a 
little restraining the irresponsibility, stupidity and selfhood of today's earthly humanity 
and what can follow from ignoring these laws. The same is with the removal of 
weapons into space. 

The plans for the exploration of the Moon and the more distant colonization of 
Mars include the construction and operation of residential and research complexes. To 
implement this, it is necessary to change the landscape of some, at first small, areas of 
the territory of these celestial bodies. We'll have to drill their surface, dig up a layer of 
soil, possibly arrange explosions, organize garbage and waste dumps. People, are you 
not afraid to do this on a planet independent of you?… If extraterrestrial construction 
may begin to get sick and die, astronauts, cosmonauts, taikonaut. Appropriate official 
reasons for this will of course be presented to the public, but will these explanations be 
exhaustive? Will they take into account the violation of the unknown to people rules of 
cosmic ethics? 
If our mental logic of behavior is transferred into space, the question will arise, which 
functional complex will be built first? For example, what will be built in a Martian 
settlement in addition to vital facilities for the colony - an arsenal? score? bank? 
exchange? theater? brothel? observatory? How does the ethics of space fit into this? 

But maybe the mental state of a person under the influence of space will change 
in the right direction? After all, the bodies of people during a long stay, for example, on 
Mars in other conditions of gravity, radiation, pressure, atmospheric density, the 
prevailing frequency range, the composition of the respiratory mixture, illumination, the 
length of the day and the year cannot but undergo changes. Can these changes bring 
colonists closer to following the laws of space, to the rules of space ethics? Perhaps 
over time ... And these will no longer be exactly the people of the planet Earth. 

It is obvious that with the old morality, with the old rules and habits of their 
actually anti-human behavior, earthlings have nothing to do in the Universe. Especially 
with weapons. They just won't be allowed there. And this is at best. We have received 
appropriate hints from the intelligent forces of space several times. 

Thus, the Apollo 13 mission failed. This spacecraft carried a nuclear charge to 
create an experimental explosion on the Moon and observe the consequences of this. 
Due to a small error with the oxygen balloon, the mission turned out to be emergency, 
the flight program was not executed.  

The Soviet apparatus "Phobos-2" unexpectedly ceased to exist just before 
landing (possibly hard) on the satellite of Mars. On the last video frame, transmitted 
from the device, a large cigar-shaped object is clearly captured next to the already very 
close Phobos ... There were also other hints... 
 

So, placement of weapons in space is categorically unacceptable. In connection 
with this issue, an initiative group of specialists should be noted, this group is headed 
by Dr. Carol Rosin (the former secretary of the founder of American astronautics 
Werner von Braun). Later she became a major public figure, in particular, she founded 
and headed the Institute for Security and Cooperation in Outer Space (ISCOS), was 
the initiator of the international project "Soyuz-Apollo"… 

For several years of painstaking work, she, together with her many wise 
partners, including former statesmen and military men, scientists, physicists, analysts, 
has created a Treaty, which is proposed to be signed by the leaders of leading 
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countries, on the prohibition of the withdrawal of weapons into space and their space 
basing. 

This Agreement differs significantly from similar documents. For the first time, 
this treaty speaks about the requirement (condition) of no harm to any living being in 
space. 

The treaty is not directed against the militarization of outer space. The real, 
actual participation of military structures in providing space activities took place from 
the very beginning. Flight preparation, pre-launch operations, flight support, control, 
prompt resolution of emergencies and other situations, etc. all this is possible only in 
well-organized, disciplined teams of people. 

Only the military can play a decisive role in resolving the asteroid hazard 
problem. True, this danger is overblown. This is due to the growing appetites of the 
military-industrial complex. 

In practice, it turns out that asteroids and comets, dangerous for the Earth, for 
hundreds of thousands of years have somehow bypassed our planet ... One can recall 
the Shoemaker-Levy comet. It deflected from the road to Earth, it was pulled by Jupiter 
and torn apart. For many years, cyclopean vortices from the explosion have been 
raging in the atmosphere of this giant planet. 

Space troops can perform not only combat missions. They can successfully 
solve peaceful tasks, including those of big business. For example, the interception of 
an asteroid and its approach to the Earth for the extraction of rare minerals. Their 
implementation on Earth can bring trillions of profits ... But space should be without 
weapons! Remember the wonderful movie Armageddon. A dramatic moment - to 
detonate a nuclear charge on the surface of an asteroid, or to hope for an explosion in 
an unprepared mine? The passions of the heroes ran high. The commander draws out 
a pistol. The brilliant driller Bruce Willis is literally dumbfounded: why are weapons in 
space?.. 

 
It is obvious that any, even an unintentional error, damage, failure, impact of an 

unaccounted factor, failure of a device or program in the space weapon system can 
have catastrophic consequences. They can also lead to, for example, a false 
accusation of the destruction by any country of an American spacecraft in a situation 
where it died while trying to influence an unidentified space object. But this is not the 
main point. The danger is not only that we ourselves will begin to destroy each other 
with space weapons. External rational forces can prevent the launching of weapons 
into near and deep space by earthlings. They will not allow our debris, material, 
radioactive, and mental, to be taken out of the planet. We will not be allowed into 
space with such habits, with such human qualities as greed, lust for power, hatred, 
contempt for others. We have nothing to do there. By the way, the American Apollo 
program of 5 or 6 lunar expeditions has demonstrated just this. 
 

Instead of throwing weapons into space, we need to ensure that as many people 
as possible think about the principles of space ethics and know about their study. The 
media should actively promote this. It is necessary to cognize and accept the ethics of 
space - what and how can be done in outer space, and what absolutely cannot be 
done…. 
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At one time, in connection with the UFO phenomenon, many groups of 
exopolitics appeared in the world. Exo means outside the Earth. And what has politics 
to do with it? 

In the words of the founder of Marxism, any issue takes on a political character if 
it is connected with the issue of power. Who is in charge, who obeys whom, who fulfills 
whose will, and if not, then how will be punished - this is politics. But it cannot be in 
space. There should be interaction, observance of polite rules when meeting and 
parting, with gratitude for receiving some kind of advice or a hint of new knowledge 
and technologies ... All this should be studied first, at least purely theoretically. We 
need to start doing this, and not rattle and build a new dictatorship in space. 

Russian government agencies, in particular, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, are 
making a truly titanic effort to ensure that an analogue of the Carol Rosein Treaty 
banning the launch of weapons into outer space would be officially signed by all 
countries of the world. Russia was the first to conclude a similar agreement on the 
non-deployment of weapons in outer space with China and Pakistan. The possibility of 
signing it with India is being considered, etc. In the winter of 2019, almost most 
countries in the world were very close to signing at the UN headquarters in Geneva. 
Among them were the United States of America, whose representatives even put a 
preliminary signature on a certain resolution. But the next day, when the general 
official signing of this treaty was planned, the United States withdrew its preliminary 
signature… 

There are no positive actions from America on this issue. But the budgetary 
injections into the recently created US Space Force are increasing, and the Space 
Power strategy has already been published. At the same time, the Task Force on 
Unidentified Aerial Events in the US Navy's Reconnaissance Department began their 
work again. It is stated that it will, in particular, consider any space objects of 
undetermined origin as posing a threat to national security ... Well, well… 
 

The creation of a public international movement to ban the placement of 
weapons in outer space is becoming extremely urgent. In the past, there were world 
social movements to end the Vietnam War and to ban nuclear weapons tests. They 
played a positive role. 

Dear, dear citizens of the Earth, at every opportunity, cast your vote in defense of 
peace in space. Wherever you are, whatever business you are doing, whoever you 
are, proclaim this demand - the demand of life. We all have one home - our planet. It's 
about its life and death. If, in response to our ill-considered and anti-cosmic actions, 
there is a reaction of the intelligent forces of the universe, then they will not need the 
landing of "aggressive aliens." What for? Just, for example, some new rapidly 
spreading COVID will be discovered. And that's all ... Softly and easily, but the space 
eraser can wipe us all off the face of the Earth. And our planet for some time may 
remain completely without inhabitants. Let's not allow this. We will live, we will strive 
for the planet to live and that there are no weapons in space! 

We are at the red line. Esoteric sources claim that in hoary antiquity the powerful 
civilizations of the then Earth fought for world power and they used the weapons of the 
gods ... Atlantis swiftly plunged into the ocean, Hyperborea ceased to exist, the 
flowering valleys near Harapta and Mohenjo-Daro turned into deserts, 600 million 
people were exterminated, human development stopped for thousands of years… But 
this was an earthly war. And now the military-industrial complex of one state, blinded 
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by the desire for its absolute influence, striving for power, confident in its infallibility and 
dwelling in the illusion of its technical superiority, yearns for domination in space. For 
this purposefully and constantly false images of non-existent enemies are formed, 
including image of space enemies.… 

Do the owners of the military-industrial complex really do not understand how 
ridiculous are the comparisons of the combat capabilities of the Earth's military with the 
power of the intelligent forces of space that have mastered space, time and gravity, 
with those forces that, for example, can move planets, create optimally arranged star 
systems?! ... At one time, the crossbow was considered a formidable weapon - it 
pierced armor, but how can it be compared to a nuclear missile?... 
 

We would like to hope that the current situation will not lead to a general 
catastrophe. The struggle for non-deployment of weapons in outer space is acquiring a 
fundamental character. This is crucial. We cannot make civilization die from its own 
weapons. But, what if the intelligent forces of space establish that people have 
developed a new super military means or are ready for instant travel with it in the 
galaxy, or use weapons, colonizing worlds in other space-time dimensions, then these 
intelligent forces can reset us. To nullify our ugliness, our predatory ways of taking 
away from nature what we want to receive. 

All this in an era when peaceful space, for example, environmental problems, as 
well as projects that Tsiolkovsky, the father of cosmonautics, began to develop, 
became relevant: a common large orbital station; general goals of studying the 
mysteries of the universe; common for all mankind searches for minerals and space 

energy…  
 

People, live together and without weapons in space! 
 
 
P.S. An abbreviated version of this text was used in a video message, 
which was sent to information networks in the United States by Dr. Carol 
Rosin in September 2020. In the first week of watching the video, more than 
180 thousand reviews were received, for example, this: 
 

« Fascinating, truthful and absolutely more important than any other static 
that is currently the focus of attention. Keep up the good work - always 
behind you. Mark, Professor of Heliophysics, Captain, USS ARCTURUS ". 


